BU’ITERWORTH-HEINEMANN

GUIDELINES FOR SUBMISSION OF ELECTRONIC
MANUSCRIPTS

In response to technical

advances and in recognition of the widespread use of computers for text origination, the Publishers
and Editors of Communisf and Post-Communisr
Studies are encouraging submissions
to the journal on disk.
The
successful utilization of your disks will retain the integrity of the text, minimize the incidence of literal errors being
The following guidelines
introduced during typesetting, and thus reduce the time needed to proofread the material.
should be used in conjunction with the standard Notes for Authors.
WHAT TO SUPPLY

All text should be ranged letl, unjustified
and
without hyphenated word-breaks. Use hard carriage
returns only to end headings and paragraphs and to
signify indents. Only one space is necessary at the
end of a sentence at& a full point. Space must bc
keyed after a comma or other punctuation, after an
initial
(Mr R. Jones) and before an opening
parenthesis,
Be careful not to key in unnecessary
spaces.

Submit to the Editor, only the final accepted
version of both the paper and the electronic version
on disk. The hard copy and electronic tiles must
match exactly.
The preferred storage medium is 3% inch disks but
we can also accept 5% inch disks.

Be careful not to confuse lower case ells (1) with the
number one (l), or the capital letter 0 with zero (0).

Text should be saved as a wordprocessor tile in
IBM compatible MS-DOS format. We recommend
WordPerfect
or
Microsot?
Word
as
the
wordprocessing software but manuscripts prepared
microcomputer
wordprocessor
Ecep%e.
If you have the facility to save as AS:;
tile(s), please also make a copy in this format.
Complete
attached.

and enclose the Disk Specification

ORGANIZATION

Scientific material can present problems.
Please
note that displayed
equations may need to be
rekeyed by the typesetter from hard copy. If you
import equations/scientitic
symbols from another
program please give exact details of which program
used and what you have done.

Form

Do not use automatic page numbering or running
heads. Please number the hard copy by hand.

OF DISK CONTENT

Present your manuscript as simply as possible. It is
not necessary to achieve a standard of presentation
at the level of desktop publishing.
Complex
formatting will take up more of your time and will
also complicate and delay the production process.
We will copyedit the manuscript and insert all
required
coding onto the disk.
All design
considerations
for typefaces,
page layout and
artwork positioning will be handled by us.
THE MOST IMPORTANT
CONSIDERATION
WHEN PREPARING YOUR DOCUMENT IS TO
BE CONSISTENT.
All copy must be double spaced.
Do not use indents, tabs or multi-spacing. If
indents are required, please signify with a line
space and mark the corresponding position in the
margin on one copy of the hard copy.
For
paragraphs, enter a line space.

Illustrations
which are available in an electronic
format may also be supplied provided that the file
format and/or the program used to produce them is
clearly indicated and that three high quality hard
copies are also supplied.
LABEL YOUR DISK WITH:
+

Author name, journal, short title of article, tile
names and date that tiles were created. Please
supply a list of tile names and content of each tile.
PACKING

YOUR DISK

When sending your
are packed correctly
adequate.
Please
wherever possible.
ensure that the disk
or physical damage.

disks by post, ensure that they
- corrugated cardboard is not
use
special disk envelopes
When using jiffy bags, please
is properly protected from dust

It is advisable to write-protect
your disk before
submission.
All text that is likely to be in a different
tqpefac&ize
eg. tables, figure captions, footnotes,
It is important that you keep an identical copy of
references etc, should be in separate tiles. Please
your disk in case it is damaged in transit.
note:
tables may need to be rekeyed by the
typesetter.
The preferred positions for these and
figures within the text should be shown, for
example, by <table l>.
If you run into any problems, are unsure about anything or would like further information, then please do not hesitate to
contact us. We are only too pleased to help.

Naomi Bruton, Editorial Services Manager
Butterworth-Heinemann.
Linacre House. Jordan Hill. Oxford OX2 8DP. UK
Telephone: +44 (O)l365 310366, Fax: +44 (I$865 310898.

